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QUADRATIC MALCEV SUPERALGEBRAS WITH REDUCTIVE
EVEN PART
HELENA ALBUQUERQUE, ELISABETE BARREIRO, AND SAI¨D BENAYADI
Abstract. It is our goal to give an inductive description of quadratic Malcev
superalgebras with reductive even part. We use the notion of double extension
of Malcev superalgebras presented by H. Albuquerque and S. Benayadi in
[4] and transfer to Malcev superalgebras the concept of generalized double
extension given in [5] for Lie superalgebras.
Introduction
In this work all the quadratic Malcev superalgebras considered are finite dimen-
sional, defined over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. The description
of Malcev superalgebras with reductive even part and the action of the even part
on the odd part is completely reducible was reduced in [1] to the classification
of Lie superalgebras satisfying the same conditions. This problem was solved by
Alberto Elduque in [11], inside the description of the structure of semisimple Lie
superalgebras using the notions of nice extension and elementary extension.
A quadratic Malcev superalgebra is a Malcev superalgebra where is defined an
even non-degenerate invariant supersymmetric bilinear form. Quadratic Lie alge-
bras were classified by A. Medina and P. Revoy in [12] using the notion of double
extension of Lie algebras. This notion was extended in [6] to Lie superalgebras
and S. Benayadi, in [7], has used this definition to study Lie superalgebras with
reductive even part and the action of the even part on the odd part is completely
reducible having these results been generalized in [4] for Malcev superalgebras.
In case that we do not demand that the action of the even part on the odd part is
completely reducible we have a larger class of Lie superalgebras with reductive even
part which contain the preceeding ones and the remaining examples that appear
in this study, obliged us to use the notion of generalized double extension for Lie
superalgebras introduced in [5] with the purpose to give an inductive description
of solvable quadratic Lie superalgebras.
In this work we generalize all the results mentioned before, presenting an in-
ductive description of Malcev superalgebras with reductive even part. We prove
that if U is the set formed by {0}, the basic classical simple Lie superalgebras, the
non Lie simple Malcev algebra and the one-dimensional Lie algebra, every Malcev
superalgebra with reductive even part is either an element of U or is obtained from
a finite number of elements of U by a sequence of double extensions by the one di-
mensional Lie algebra or/and generalized double extensions by the one dimensional
Lie superalgebra with null even part or/and orthogonal direct sums.
Key words and phrases. Malcev superalgebras; Reductive Malcev algebras; Quadratic forms.
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1. Basic notions
For basic notions and properties concerning quadratic Malcev superalgebras we
propose to the reader a careful lecture of the [1, 4]. In this paper, we shall consider
finite dimensional Malcev superalgebras over an algebraically closed commutative
field K of characteristic zero.
Definition 1.1. A superalgebra M =M0¯ ⊕M1¯ (meaning a Z2-graded algebra) is
called a Malcev superalgebra if XY = −(−1)xyY X , ∀X∈Mx,Y ∈My , and
(−1)yz(XZ)(Y T ) = ((XY )Z)T + (−1)x(y+z+t)((Y Z)T )X
+(−1)(x+y)(z+t)((ZT )X)Y + (−1)t(x+y+z)((TX)Y )Z,
for X ∈ Mx, Y ∈ My, Z ∈ Mz, and T ∈ Mt. We shall write X ∈ Mx to mean
that X is a homogeneous element of the Malcev superalgebra M of degree x, with
x ∈ Z2.
Definition 1.2. Let M be a Malcev superalgebra and φ :M −→M an endomor-
phism of M . We say that φ is a Malcev operator of M if
φ((XY )Z) = (φ(X)Y )Z − (−1)xyφ(Y )(XZ)− (−1)z(x+y)(φ(Z)X)Y
−(−1)x(y+z)φ(Y Z)X, ∀X∈Mx,Y ∈My,Z∈Mz .
We denote by
(
Op(M)
)
α
the vector subspace of End(M) formed by the Malcev
operators of M of degree α (α ∈ Z2). Then Op(M) =
(
Op(M)
)
0¯
⊕
(
Op(M)
)
1¯
.
Definition 1.3. Let M be a Malcev superalgebra. A bilinear form B on M is
called
(i) supersymmetric if B(X,Y ) = (−1)xyB(Y,X), ∀X∈Mx,Y ∈My .
(ii) non-degenerate if X ∈M satisfies B(X,Y ) = 0, ∀Y ∈M , then X = 0.
(iii) invariant if B(XY,Z) = B(X,Y Z), ∀X,Y,Z∈M .
(iv) even if B(X,Y ) = 0, ∀(X,Y )∈Mα×Mβ ,(α,β)∈Z2×Z2(α6=β).
Definition 1.4. A Malcev superalgebra M is called quadratic if there exists a
bilinear form B on M such that B is even, supersymmetric, non-degenerate, and
invariant. It is denoted by (M,B) and B is called an invariant scalar product on
M .
Definition 1.5. Let (M,B) be a quadratic Malcev superalgebra. A homogeneous
map φ ∈ End(M) of degree α (with α ∈ Z2) is called skew-supersymmetric if
B(φ(X), Y ) = −(−1)αxB(X,φ(Y )), ∀X∈Mx,Y ∈M .
We denote by
(
Opa(M)
)
α
the vector subspace of the skew-supersymmetric ele-
ments of
(
Op(M)
)
α
. We write Opa(M) =
(
Opa(M)
)
0¯
⊕
(
Opa(M)
)
1¯
which is a
super-vector subspace of Op(M).
Definition 1.6. LetM be a Malcev superalgebra and V a Z2-graded vector space.
Let ω :M ×M −→ V be a homogeneous bilinear map. If the assertion ω(X,Y ) =
−(−1)xyω(Y,X), ∀X∈Mx,Y ∈My , and
(−1)yzω(XZ, Y T ) = ω((XY )Z, T ) + (−1)x(y+z+t)ω((Y Z)T,X)
+(−1)(x+y)(z+t)ω((ZT )X,Y )
+(−1)t(x+y+z)ω((TX)Y, Z), ∀X∈Mx,Y ∈My,Z∈Mz,T∈Mt ,
are satisfied we say that ω is a Malcev 2-cocycle on M with values in V .
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Proposition 1.7 ([4]). Let (M,B) be a quadratic Malcev superalgebra and ω :
M ×M −→ K a bilinear form of degree α ∈ Z2.
(i) There exists a homogeneous map φ ∈ End(M) of degree α such that
ω(X,Y ) = B(φ(X), Y ), ∀X,Y ∈M .
(ii) ω is a Malcev 2-cocycle on M if and only if φ is a skew-supersymmetric
Malcev operator of M .
2. Generalized double extension of quadratic Malcev superalgebras
We consider Ke = (Ke)1¯ the one-dimensional abelian Malcev superalgebra with
even part zero and Ke∗ its dual vector space.
Proposition 2.1. Let (M,B) be a quadratic Malcev superalgebra and D an odd
skew-supersymmetric Malcev operator of (M,B). Let us consider the bilinear map
ϕ :M ×M −→ Ke∗ defined by
ϕ(X,Y ) = −B(D(X), Y )e∗, ∀X,Y ∈M .
Then ϕ is a Malcev 2-cocycle on M with values in Ke∗. Moreover, the Z2-graded
vector space M ⊕Ke∗ with the multiplication defined by
(X + αe∗)(Y + βe∗) = XY + ϕ(X,Y ), ∀(X+αe∗),(Y+βe∗)∈(M⊕Ke∗),
is a Malcev superalgebra that is called the central extension of Ke∗ by M (by means
of ϕ).
Proof. We will show that M ⊕ Ke∗ is a Malcev superalgebra. Since D is odd
and skew-supersymmetric we have that ϕ(X,Y ) = −(−1)xyϕ(X,Y ), for all X ∈
Mx, Y ∈ My. As the multiplication in M is graded skew-symmetric we conclude
that also the multiplication defined inM⊕Ke∗ is graded skew-symmetric. We have
to ensure that
(−1)yz((X + αe∗)(Z + γe∗))((Y + βe∗)(T + δe∗)) =
= (((X + αe∗)(Y + βe∗))(Z + γe∗))(T + δe∗)
+(−1)x(y+z+t)(((Y + βe∗)(Z + γe∗))(T + δe∗))(X + αe∗)
+(−1)(x+y)(z+t)(((Z + γe∗)(T + δe∗))(X + αe∗))(Y + βe∗)
+(−1)t(x+y+z)(((T + δe∗)(X + αe∗))(Y + βe∗))(Z + γe∗),
∀(X+αe∗)∈(M⊕Ke∗)x,(Y+βe∗)∈(M⊕Ke∗)y,(Z+γe∗)∈(M⊕Ke∗)z,(T+δe∗)∈(M⊕Ke∗)t , or equiv-
alently,
(−1)yz
{
(XZ)(Y T ) + ϕ(XZ, Y T )
}
=
= ((XY )Z)T + ϕ((XY )Z, T )
+(−1)x(y+z+t)
{
((Y Z)T )X + ϕ((Y Z)T,X)
}
+(−1)(x+y)(z+t)
{
((ZT )X)Y + ϕ((ZT )X,Y )
}
+(−1)t(x+y+z)
{
((TX)Y )Z + ϕ((TX)Y, Z)
}
.
∀(X+αe∗)∈(M⊕Ke∗)x,(Y+βe∗)∈(M⊕Ke∗)y,(Z+γe∗)∈(M⊕Ke∗)z,(T+δe∗)∈(M⊕Ke∗)t . Since B
is non-degenerate and D is a Malcev operator then we have
∀(X+αe∗)∈(M⊕Ke∗)x,(Y+βe∗)∈(M⊕Ke∗)y,(Z+γe∗)∈(M⊕Ke∗)z,(T+δe∗)∈(M⊕Ke∗)t ,
(−1)yzϕ(XZ, Y T ) = ϕ((XY )Z, T ) + (−1)x(y+z+t)ϕ((Y Z)T,X)
+(−1)(x+y)(z+t)ϕ((ZT )X,Y )
+(−1)t(x+y+z)ϕ((TX)Y, Z).
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We infer that ϕ is a Malcev 2-cocycle of M with values in Ke∗. Using the fact that
M is a Malcev superalgebra we conclude that M ⊕ Ke∗ is a Malcev superalgebra
as required. 
Proposition 2.2. Consider two Malcev superalgebras M and V , a linear map
Ω :M −→ Op(V ), and an even skew-supersymmetric bilinear map ζ :M×M −→ V
such that
(i) ∀X∈Mx,Y ∈My,h∈Vz,i∈Vt ,(
Ω(XY )(h)
)
i− Ω(X)
(
Ω(Y )(h)i
)
− (−1)yz
(
Ω(X)(h)
)(
Ω(Y )(i)
)
+(−1)xyΩ(Y )
(
Ω(X)(hi)
)
+ (−1)tz+xyΩ(Y )
(
Ω(X)(i)
)
h
+
(
ζ(X,Y )(h)
)
i = 0;
(ii) ∀X∈Mx,Z∈Mz,g∈Vy,i∈Vt ,
(−1)yz
{
ζ(X,Z)(gi) + Ω(XZ)(gi)
}
= −(−1)z(x+y)Ω(Z)
(
Ω(X)(g)
)
i
+(−1)yzΩ(X)
(
Ω(Z)(g)i
)
− (−1)y(z+t)Ω(X)
(
Ω(Z)(i)
)
g
+(−1)ty+(x+y)zΩ(Z)
(
Ω(X)(i)g
)
;
(iii) ∀X∈Mx,Y ∈My,T∈Mt,h∈Vz ,
(−1)yz
(
Ω(X)(h)
)
ζ(Y, T ) + (−1)t(x+y+z)Ω(T )
(
ζ(X,Y )h
)
+(−1)t(x+z)+xyΩ(Y )
(
ζ(T,X)
)
h = 0;
(iv) ∀X∈Mx,Y ∈My,Z∈Mz,T∈Mt ,
−(−1)yzΩ(XZ)
(
ζ(Y, T )
)
+ (−1)t(y+z)Ω(X)
(
Ω(T )(ζ(Y, Z))
)
+(−1)x(y+z+t)+yzΩ(Z)
(
Ω(Y )(ζ(T,X))
)
− Ω(X)
(
ζ(Y Z, T )
)
−(−1)(x+y)(z+t)Ω(Z)
(
ζ(TX, Y )
)
=
= −(−1)yz
{
ζ(XZ, Y T ) + ζ(X,Z)ζ(Y, T )
}
+ ζ((XY )Z, T )
+(−1)x(y+z+t)ζ((Y Z)T,X) + (−1)(x+y)(z+t)ζ((ZT )X,Y )
+(−1)t(x+y+z)ζ((TX)Y, Z);
(v) ∀X∈Mx,Y ∈My,Z∈Mz,i∈Vt ,
(−1)yzΩ(XZ)
(
Ω(Y )(i)
)
− ζ(XY,Z)i− Ω
(
(XY )Z
)
(i)
+Ω(X)
(
Ω(Y Z)(i)
)
− (−1)xyΩ(Y )
(
Ω(X)(Ω(Z)(i))
)
+(−1)(x+y)z+xyΩ(Z)
(
Ω(Y )(Ω(X)(i))
)
= 0.
Then the Z2-graded vector space M ⊕ V endowed with the multiplication
(X + f)(Y + h) = (XY )M + (fh)V +Ω(X)(h)− (−1)
xyΩ(Y )(f) + ζ(X,Y ),
where (X + f) ∈ (M ⊕ V )x and (Y +h) ∈ (M ⊕ V )y, is a Malcev superalgebra that
is called the generalized semi-direct product of M and V (by means of Ω and ζ). In
particular, if ζ = 0 then we have the semi-direct product of M and V (by means of
Ω) [4].
Proof. It is analogous to the proof of the [4, Theorem 3.1]. To show that M ⊕ V
is a Malcev superalgebra it is suffices to see the axiom of definition of a Malcev
superalgebra with ((XY )Z)T in the following cases. If all these elements are in M
it is clear sinceM is a Malcev superalgebra and we have assertion (iv). For the case
where all these elements are in V it is direct because V is a Malcev superalgebra.
In case where one of these elements is in M and the other three are in V we
know that Ω(X) is a Malcev operator, for all X ∈ M . The conditions (i) and
(ii) imply that the axiom is valid in the case X ∈ Mx, Y ∈ My, h ∈ Vz , i ∈ Vt,
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and on the other hand, the assertions (iii) and (v) show the equality in the case
X ∈ Mx, Y ∈ My, Z ∈ Mz, i ∈ Vt. Conversely, if M ⊕ V is a Malcev superalgebra
these conditions are verified. 
Now, we shall use the particular case of generalized semi-direct product of the
Malcev superalgebras M ⊕ Ke∗ and Ke (where (M,B) is a quadratic Malcev su-
peralgebra and (Ke)1¯ the one-dimensional abelian Malcev superalgebra with even
part zero)
Theorem 2.3. Let (M =M0¯⊕M1¯, B) be a quadratic Malcev superalgebra. Suppose
that D ∈ (Opa(M))1¯ and A0 ∈M0¯ such that
D2(A0) =
1
2
A0A0
D(A0X) = A0D(X)−D(A0)X, (2.1)
(A0X)Y = D(D(X)Y ) +D
2(XY ) + (−1)xD(X)D(Y ) + (−1)xyD2(Y )X, (2.2)
A0(XY ) = D(D(X)Y ) +D
2(X)Y − (−1)xy
{
D2(Y )X +D(D(Y )X)
}
, (2.3)
where X ∈ Mx, Y ∈ My are arbitrary. Define a map Ω : (Ke)1¯ −→ Op(M ⊕ Ke
∗)
by Ω(e) = D˜, where D˜ :M ⊕Ke∗ −→M ⊕Ke∗ satisfies D˜(e∗) = 0 and
D˜(X) = D(X)− (−1)xB(X,X0)e
∗, ∀X∈Mx .
Consider the map ζ : Ke × Ke −→ M ⊕ Ke∗ defined by ζ(e, e) = A0. Then
k = Ke⊕M⊕Ke∗ equipped with the even skew-symmetric bilinear map on k defined
by
ee = A0,
eX = D(X)− (−1)xB(X,A0)e
∗, ∀X∈Mx , (2.4)
XY = (XY )M −B(D(X), Y )e
∗, ∀X,Y ∈M ,
e∗k = {0},
is the generalized semi-direct product of M ⊕ Ke∗ by the one-dimensional Malcev
superalgebra (Ke)1¯ (by means of Ω and ζ). Moreover the supersymmetric bilinear
form B˜ : k× k −→ K defined by
B˜ |M×M = B,
B˜(e, e∗) = 1,
B˜(M, e) = B˜(M, e∗) = {0},
B˜(e, e) = B˜(e∗, e∗) = 0,
is an invariant scalar product on k. The quadratic Malcev superalgebra (k, B˜) is
called the generalized double extension of (M,B) by the one-dimensional Malcev
superalgebra (Ke)1¯ (by means of D and A0).
Proof. We start by showing that D˜ is a Malcev operator of M ⊕ Ke∗. For all
(X + αe∗) ∈ (M ⊕Ke∗)x, (Y + βe
∗) ∈ (M ⊕Ke∗)y, (Z + γe
∗) ∈ (M ⊕Ke∗)z we
have to ensure that
D˜
(
((X + αe∗)(Y + βe∗))(Z + γe∗)
)
=
(
D˜(X + αe∗)(Y + βe∗)
)
(Z + γe∗)
−(−1)xyD˜(Y + βe∗)
(
(X + αe∗)(Z + γe∗)
)
−(−1)z(x+y)
(
D˜(Z + γe∗)(X + αe∗)
)
(Y + βe∗)
−(−1)x(y+z)D˜
(
(Y + βe∗)(Z + γe∗)
)
(X + αe∗).
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Doing easy calculations, this condition is equivalent to
D((XY )Z)− (−1)x+y+zB((XY )Z,A0)e
∗ =
= (D(X)Y )Z −B(D(D(X)Y ), Z)e∗
−(−1)xyD(Y )(XZ) + (−1)xyB(D2(Y ), XZ)e∗
−(−1)z(x+y)(D(Z)X)Y + (−1)z(x+y)B(D(D(Z)X), Y )e∗
−(−1)x(y+z)D(Y Z)X + (−1)x(y+z)B(D2(Y Z), X)e∗.
Since D is a Malcev operator, it remains to see that
−B((XY )Z,A0) = −B(D(D(X)Y ), Z) + (−1)
xyB(D2(Y ), XZ)
+(−1)z(x+y)B(D(D(Z)X), Y ) + (−1)x(y+z)B(D2(Y Z), X).
As D is skew-supersymmetric and B is non-degenerate, it is the assertion (2.2).
Now we have to care about the several conditions of Proposition 2.2. Condition (v)
is immediate and (iv) comes direct from D2(A0) =
1
2
A0A0. We have to verify that
for all (Z + γe∗) ∈ (M ⊕Ke∗)z, (T + δe
∗) ∈ (M ⊕Ke∗)t,(
Ω(ee)(Z + γe∗)
)
(T + δe∗)− Ω(e)
(
Ω(e)(Z + γe∗)(T + δe∗)
)
−(−1)z
(
Ω(e)(Z + γe∗)
)(
Ω(e)(T + δe∗)
)
− Ω(e)
(
Ω(e)((Z + γe∗)(T + δe∗))
)
−(−1)tzΩ(e)
(
Ω(e)(T + δe∗)
)
(Z + γe∗) +
(
ζ(e, e)(Z + γe∗)
)
(T + δe∗) = 0,
which we easily see that it is equivalent to
−D(D(Z)T )− (−1)zD(Z)D(T )−D2(ZT )− (−1)ztD2(T )Z + (A0Z)T
−(−1)z+tB(D(Z)T,A0)e
∗ − (−1)z+tB(D(ZT ), A0)e
∗ −B(D(A0Z), T )e
∗
+(−1)zB(D2(Z), D(T ))e∗ + (−1)ztB(D(D2(T )), Z)e∗ = 0.
From (2.1) and (2.2), since B is even and non-degenerate, and D is an even skew-
supersymmetric map, this expression comes straightforward. Furthermore, we have
to prove that for all (Y + βe∗) ∈ (M ⊕Ke∗)y, (T + δe
∗) ∈ (M ⊕Ke∗)t,
(−1)y
{
ζ(e, e)((Y + βe∗)(T + δe∗)) + Ω(ee)((Y + βe∗)(T + δe∗))
}
= (−1)yΩ(e)
(
Ω(e)(Y + βe∗)
)
(T + δe∗)
+(−1)yΩ(e)
(
Ω(e)(Y + βe∗)(T + δe∗)
)
−(−1)y(1+t)Ω(e)
(
Ω(e)(T + δe∗)
)
(Y + βe∗)
−(−1)y(1+t)Ω(e)
(
Ω(e)(T + δe∗)(Y + βe∗)
)
,
doing easy computation, it comes
A0(Y T )−B(D(A0), Y T )e
∗ = D2(Y )T −B(D3(Y ), T )e∗
+D(D(Y )T ) + (−1)y+tB(D(Y )T,A0)e
∗
−(−1)yt
{
D2(T )Y −B(D3(T ), Y )e∗
}
−(−1)yt
{
D(D(T )Y ) + (−1)y+tB(D(T )Y,A0)e
∗
}
.
From (2.1) and (2.3), since B is even and non-degenerate, and D is an even skew-
supersymmetric map, we obtain the assertion (ii) of the Proposition 2.2. Finally,
we will show that for all (Z + γe∗) ∈ (M ⊕Ke∗)z,
(−1)z
(
Ω(e)(Z + γe∗)
)
ζ(e, e) + (−1)zΩ(e)
(
ζ(e, e)(Z + γe∗)
)
+(−1)zΩ(e)
(
ζ(e, e)
)
(Z + γe∗) = 0,
after some calculus, it is
D(Z)A0 +D(A0Z) +D(A0)Z
−B(D2(Z), A0)e
∗ − (−1)zB(A0Z;A0)e
∗ −B(D2(A0), Z)e
∗ = 0.
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From (2.1), using D2(A0) =
1
2
A0A0, since B is even and non-degenerate, and D
is skew-supersymmetric we get the desired expression. It is elementary to see that
Ke ⊕ M ⊕ Ke∗ equipped with multiplication defined by (2.4) is the generalized
semi-direct product ofM ⊕Ke∗ by the one-dimensional Malcev superalgebra (Ke)1¯
(by means of Ω and ζ). 
We use the preceeding notion to present a class of quadratic Malcev superalgebras
with reductive even part and the action of the even part on the odd part is not
completely reducible
Example 2.4. Let (M = M0¯ ⊕M1¯, B) be the quadratic Malcev superalgebra such
that dimM0¯ = 1 and the dimension of M1¯ is even. Let {a} be a basis of M0¯ and
{v1, v2, ..., vn, y1, y2, ..., yn} be a basis of M1¯, with multiplication defined by
a.vi = yi = −vi.a;M.yi = {0}, i = 1, ..., n;
vi.vj = δi,ja, i, j = 1, ..., n;
and invariant scalar product given by
B(a, a) = 1;B(M1, a) = {0},
B(yi, yj) = 0 = B(vi, vj);B(yi, vj) = δi,j = −B(vj , yi), i, j = 1, ..., n;
Consider {m1,m2, ...mn} ⊆ K \ {0} and the operator D ∈ Opa(M)1 defined
by D(a) =
∑n
i=1miyi;D(vi) = mia and D(yi) = 0. Then the generalized double
extension of (M,B) by the one dimensional Malcev superalagbera Ke1 ( by means
of D and a) is a quadratic Malcev superalgebra with reductive even part and the
action of the even part on the odd part is not completely reducible.
In fact we have k = Ke⊕M⊕Ke∗ equipped with the even skew-symmetric bilinear
map on k defined by
ee = a; vivj = δi,ja; evi = mia; ae =
n∑
i=1
miyi − e
∗,
avi = yi −mie
∗, e∗k = yik = {0},
Suppose now that M1 is a completely reducible M0-module. Then there is an
M0-submodule X such that M1 = X ⊕ Y where Y =< y,..., yn, e
∗ >.But M0X ⊆
M0M1 ⊆ Y and M0X ⊆ X ∩ Y = {0}. As M0Y = {0} then M0M1 = {0} which is
a contradiction.
Now we shall show the converse of the Theorem 2.3
Theorem 2.5. Let (M =M0¯⊕M1¯, B) be a B-irreducible quadratic Malcev superal-
gebra such that dimM > 1. If z(M)∩M1¯ 6= {0} then (M,B) is a generalized double
extension of a quadratic Malcev superalgebra (N, B˜) such that dimN = dimM − 2
by the one-dimensional Malcev superalgebra with even part zero.
We will prove the result by showing the following sequence of claims as it is done
in case of the quadratic Lie superalgebras [2], and in case of the odd-quadratic
Lie superalgebras [3]. First, we will determine the quadratic Malcev superalgebra
(N, B˜); then we will show that the quadratic Malcev superalgebra (M,B) is the
generalized double extension of (N, B˜) by the one-dimensional Malcev superalgebra
(Ke)1¯.
Proof. Let us assume that (M,B) is a B-irreducible quadratic Malcev superalgebra
such that dimM > 1 and z(M) ∩M1¯ 6= {0}. We set e
∗ a non-zero element of
z(M) ∩M1¯ and denote I = Ke
∗. As B is even we have M0¯ ⊆ J , where J is the
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orthogonal of I with respect to B. Since B is non-degenerate and even then there
exists e ∈M1¯ such that B(e
∗, e) 6= 0. We may assume that B(e∗, e) = 1. As e /∈ J
and dim J = dimM − 1 we infer that M = J ⊕Ke. Consider the two-dimensional
vector subspace A = Ke∗ ⊕ Ke of M . Since B |A×A is non-degenerate we have
M = A ⊕ N , where N is the orthogonal of A with respect to B. It comes that
B˜ = B |N×N is non-degenerate. As B is even we haveKe
∗ ⊆ J , and so Ke∗⊕N ⊆ J .
From dim (Ke∗ ⊕ N) = dimM − 1 = dim J it comes that J = Ke∗ ⊕N . So N is
a graded vector subspace of M contained in the graded ideal J = N ⊕ Ke∗ of M .
Then we have
XY = α(X,Y ) + ϕ(X,Y )e∗, ∀X,Y ∈N ,
where α(X,Y ) ∈ N and ϕ(X,Y ) ∈ K. Further,
eX = D(X) + ψ(X)e∗, ∀X∈N ,
where D(X) ∈ N and ψ(X) ∈ K.
Claim 1. Then N endowed with the multiplication α is a Malcev superalgebra
and B˜ is an invariant scalar product on N .
Proof of Claim 1 : From graded skew-symmetry on M we get that
α(X,Y ) = −(−1)xyα(Y,X), ∀X∈Nx,Y ∈Ny , (2.5)
ϕ(X,Y ) = −(−1)xyϕ(Y,X), ∀X∈Nx,Y ∈Ny .
Moreover, observing that for all X ∈ Nx, Y ∈ Ny, Z ∈ Nz, T ∈ Nt
(XZ)(Y T ) = α(α(X,Z), α(Y, T )) + ϕ(α(X, z), α(Y, T ))e∗,
((XY )Z)T = α(α(α(X,Y )Z)T ) + ϕ(α(α(X,Y ), Z), T )e∗,
by the second property of definition of Malcev superalgebras, it comes that for all
X ∈ Nx, Y ∈ Ny, Z ∈ Nz, T ∈ Nt
(−1)yzα(α(X,Z), α(Y, T )) = α(α(α(X,Y ), Z), T )
+(−1)x(y+z+t)α(α(α(Y, Z), T ), X)
+(−1)(x+y)(z+t)α(α(α(Z, T ), X), Y )
+(−1)t(x+y+z)α(α(α(T,X), Y ), Z), (2.6)
and
(−1)yzϕ(α(X,Z), α(Y, T )) = ϕ(α(α(X,Y ), Z), T )
+(−1)x(y+z+t)ϕ(α(α(Y, Z), T ), X)
+(−1)(x+y)(z+t)ϕ(α(α(Z, T ), X), Y )
+(−1)t(x+y+z)ϕ(α(α(T,X), Y ), Z).
By (2.5) and (2.6) we infer that N endowed with the multiplication α is a Malcev
superalgebra and we denote α = (, )N . It is immediate that B˜ is an invariant scalar
product on N completing the proof of Claim 1.
Since e ∈M1¯ then [e, e] is not necessarily zero, and we can write
[e, e] = A0,
where A0 ∈ N0¯.
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Claim 2. Then D is an odd skew-supersymmetric Malcev operator of (N, B˜)
such that
D2(A0) =
1
2
(A0A0)N
D(A0X) = A0D(X)−D(A0)X, (2.7)
(A0X)Y = D(D(X)Y ) +D
2(XY ) + (−1)xD(X)D(Y ) + (−1)xyD2(Y )X, (2.8)
A0(XY ) = D(D(X)Y ) +D
2(X)Y − (−1)xy
{
D2(Y )X +D(D(Y )X)
}
, (2.9)
for everyX ∈Mx, Y ∈My. Moreover, (M,B) is the generalized double extension of
(N, B˜) by the one-dimensional Malcev superalgebra (Ke)1¯ (by means of D and A0).
Proof of Claim 2 : We start by proving that D is an odd skew-supersymmetric Mal-
cev operator of (N, B˜). It is clear thatD is a homogeneous map of degree 1¯. The sec-
ond property of definition of Malcev superalgebras for all X ∈ Nx, Y ∈ Ny, Z ∈ Nz
(−1)yz(XZ)(Y e) = ((XY )Z)e + (−1)x(y+z+1)((Y Z)e)X
+(−1)(x+y)(z+1)((Ze)X)Y + (−1)x+y+z((eX)Y )Z,
implies that D is a Malcev operator of N . On the other hand, Using the invariance
of B, B([e,X ], Y ) = −(−1)xB(X, [e, Y ]), for every X ∈ Nx, Y ∈ N , we obtain
B˜
(
D(X), Y
)
= −(−1)xB˜
(
X,D(Y )
)
, ∀X∈Nx,Y ∈N ,
which means that D ∈
(
Opa(N, B˜)
)
1¯
. Due to −(ee)(ee) = −2((ee)e)e we obtain
D2(A0) =
1
2
(A0A0)N . From B([e,X ], Y ) = B(e, [X,Y ]), for all X,Y ∈ N , we get
that
ϕ(X,Y ) = −B(D(X), Y ), ∀X,Y ∈N .
Due to B([e,X ], e) = B(e, [X, e]), for all X ∈ Nx, we conclude that
ψ(X) = −(−1)xB(X,A0), ∀X∈Nx .
Using sucessively the second property of definition of Malcev superalgebras
−(ee)(eX) = ((ee)e)X + (−1)x((ee)X)e+ ((eX)e)e
+(−1)x((Xe)e)e,
(−1)x(eX)(eY ) = ((ee)X)Y − (−1)x+y((eX)Y )e + ((XY )e)e
+(−1)yx((Y e)e)X,
(−1)x(ee)(XY ) = ((eX)e)Y − (−1)x+y)((Xe)Y )e
+(−1)(1+x)(1+y)((eY )e)X + (−1)yx((Y e)X)e,
for X ∈Mx, Y ∈My, we infer respectively assertions (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9), which
states Claim 2.
Using the results of Claims 1 and 2 we conclude Theorem 2.5. 
3. Structure and inductive classification of quadratic Malcev
superalgebras with reductive even part
Theorem 3.1. (proved in [4]) Let (M =M0¯⊕M1¯, B) be a B-irreducible quadratic
Malcev superalgebra such that dimM > 1. If z(M) ∩ M0¯ 6= {0} then (M,B) is
a double extension of a quadratic Malcev superalgebra (N, B˜) such that dimN =
dimM − 2 by the one-dimensional Lie algebra.
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So to conclude our study we must analyse the case where M is a B-irreducible
quadratic Malcev superalgebra with reductive even part such that z(M) = {0}.
Analogously to the Lie case (cf. [2]), the socle of M has a remarkable importance
in this study and we can prove with the same reasoning that ifM is a B-irreducible
quadratic Malcev superalgebra with reductive even part that is neither the one
dimensional Lie algebra nor a simple Malcev superalgebra the socle coincides with
the center. As a consequence of this result, with a proof analogously to the one in
Lie case [2], we characterize quadratic Malcev superalgebras with reductive even
part that have null center as semisimple Malcev superalgebras.
Finally we present an inductive description of quadratic Malcev superalgebras
such that the even part is a reductive Malcev algebra. Clearly we improve the
results proved in [4] since we work with a larger class of superalgebras.
Let U be the set formed by {0}, basic classical Lie superalgebras, simple (non
Lie) Malcev algebra and one-dimensional Lie algebra.
Theorem 3.2. Let (M = M0¯ ⊕M1¯, B) be a quadratic Malcev superalgebra such
that M0¯ is a reductive Malcev algebra. Then either M is an element of U, or M
is obtained by a sequence of double extensions by the one-dimensional Lie algebra,
or generalized double extensions by the one-dimensional Malcev superalgebra with
even part zero, and/or by orthogonal direct sums of quadratic Malcev superalgebras
from a finite number of elements of U.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the dimension of M and is analogous to the
corresponding theorem in Lie case (cf. [2]), using the fact that a simple quadratic
Malcev superalgebra is either a basic classical Lie superalgebra or is the simple (non
Lie) Malcev algebra. 
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